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R E P R E S E N T E D AT

The Gold Coast, Australia, famous for its vibrant beaches, lush
rainforests and world class restaurants, is considered by many
to be a top-notch tourist destination. Here, your experiences
can vary from hinterland hiking to socializing at lavish nightclubs and even swimming with your kids and the dolphins.
This venue can not only boast of being an exotic getaway for
those in search of adventure and relaxation, it is also a prime
location for international conferences. One such event, The
World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU) conference, was held
at the Gold Coast from July 27- 30, 2014.
One of the conference’s main objectives was to gather high
level credit union leaders from around the globe. This included
credit union personnel, directors of boards, supervisory
committee leaders and global regulators for plenary sessions
and round table discussions on coordinated marketing and
forward movement for credit unions all over the world.
Bank Employees Credit Union is extremely proud to have been
represented at a global conference of such magnitude and
positioned itself well, in having our very own president Kevin
Sebro represent us at this event. In a brief interview, Sebro
described the experience as ―eye-opening‖.

WOCCU 2014

―I see where this Credit Union can be in the next ten
years,‖ he disclosed, ―…what we have to do in terms of
growth, expansion; launching a mobile platform for financial services.‖
When asked whether he was the only Trinidad and Tobago
representative participant, Sebro revealed that although
38 persons had registered, only 20 actually attended the
conference. Some were denied visas and others for varied
reasons, did not arrive. Jamaica was well represented.
Trinidad and Tobago’s Credit Union Movement may be
classified as emerging or developing, whereas the United
States, Poland, Canada, Australia and Ireland can boast of
their developed status. Jamaica, however, seemed to be
an anomaly in this discussion. Sebro was able to shed
some light on Jamaica’s seemingly pivotal position, on the
board of the World Council, as compared to Trinidad and
Tobago’s.
Although this country in many ways may be considered the
economic capital of the Caribbean, Sebro explained that
the Jamaicans were more united where credit unionism
Continued on Page 2

Editor’s Note
September marks the end of the 2013-2014 fiscal year for BECU. We are gearing up for our
30th year in service and moving forward with the BECU Connect we will be connecting members with the rest of the membership. If you wish to feature in the newsletter drop us an email
at marketing@becuonline.com
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was concerned and that here in Trinidad, unlike in Jamaica, many credit unions are not
members of the Credit Union League. As such, the voice of Jamaica is a louder and
stronger one in these global discussions.
At the conference, the importance of strategic branding was analyzed in enormous
detail, as well as redefining wealth and the incorporation of essential elements to keep
credit unions resilient to adapt to the new market reality.
The Australian paradigm of COBA— Customer-Owned Banking Association was also
examined, in which member–owned organizations were able to push forward an
agenda whereby national legislation allowed them to offer financial products and services equivalent to those of banks, whilst allowing their members to benefit from flexible payment plans and lower interest rates.
In the future, we hope that more of our nation’s credit union leaders will also seek to
expand their knowledge and global exposure for the benefit of each credit union member, who seeks quality service and value in return for their investment.
Mr. Sebro wishes to thank the President of WOCCU, Mr. Brian Branch, as well as the
CCCU, for bringing participants to a focal point, to network, arrive at breakthroughs in
ideology and to revise existing approaches to credit unionism.
Photos Courtesy http://www.woccu.org

Bank Deposit Slips—Information you should have
At BECU we often have difficulty in identifying which member deposited into our RBL account. Most deposit slip
receipts do not have the member’s name and we are left to identify members by their signature which, most
times, we cannot do.
The following Specimen shows in red, the information you should fill in on your deposit slip for our information.
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Connect with Salim October
―My interest lies in helping people share
the beauty of their lives whilst preserving those experiences through pictures.‖
Meet BECU member Salim October—a
professional photographer for over five
years who has regional and international experience in photographing
landscapes, portraits, weddings, corporate events, fashion and beauty.
Self-taught, Salim draws from his experience in the creative arts, painting
and drawing as well as his 14 years of experience in the social
development field across the Caribbean. This contributes to his
photography skills and the attention he pays to his clients, making them comfortable and maintaining their confidentiality.
Salim has been published recently in Trinidad and Tobago Terrific
and Tranquil—Golden Jubilee Edition and has been featured in
the Caribbean Beat Magazine.
For
more
on
Salim
http://www.foto-melange.com

check

out

his

website
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Upcoming Events
To close off the financial year the Education Committee will be
hosting a session with Lex Caribbean, CUNA and NEDCO for all
interested members. Keep posted to Facebook and your emails
for the date, time and location
October is Credit Union Month. BECU will be hosting a 30-Day
Challenge to commemorate not only CU Month but also as part
of our 30th Anniversary Celebrations. There is also League
activities in Credit Union Week from October 12th—18th. International Credit Union Day falls on October 16th.
Keep your eyes on the look out for more details on this and
other upcoming events from BECU.

